Lewis devotes the first three chapters of his monograph to detailing the historical Lope de Aguirre, the period's searches for the legendary El Dorado, and Francisco Vázquez's chronicle of the Ursúa-Aguirre expedition. The next five chapters constitute the literary exegesis of the five works and to what extent they deviate from this chronicle.
After comparing the Vázquez accounts with Pietri's fictional versions, Lewis concludes in Chapter Four that El camino de El Dorado is a regional novel of the criollista (nativist fiction written from the Mexican Revolution to the early 1940s) phase that essentially stylizes the historical data. The novel's contribution to Latin American letters is that it certifies Aguirre as a caudillo. In a briefer Chapter Five, yet one richer in plot summary and character observations, Lewis shows that Posse's Daimón is the stylistic antipode of El camino and an erotic postmodern parody of the Ursúa-Aguirre expedition.
In Chapter Six, Lewis discusses at length the similarities and dissimilarities between the first two novels and Miguel Otero Silva's Lope de Aguirre, Príncipe de la Libertad. He documents through detailed examples that Lope de Aguirre strays farther from Vázquez's text, particularly in the contents of Aguirre's letter to King Philip II. Because of its dramatizations and multi-voiced foci, Lewis judges the work to be one of transition between the Boom and the post-Boom phases of the Latin American novel.
Jorge Ernesto Funes' Una lanza por Lope de Aguirre and Félix Álvarez Sáenz's Crónica de blasfemos are analyzed in Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight respectively. In the former, as protagonist Aguirre has the opportunity to engage his chronicler in dialogue. Thus, in postmodern fashion, Aguirre, alleging unfair treatment in the chronicler's depictions, tries to vindicate himself before the court of history and to have the chronicler amend the record as it relates to his life and deeds. (Such historical revisionism veils Funes' desire to have Latin Americans revisit their own history to address possibly biased inaccuracies that have led to erroneous self-perceptions.) Likewise, the latter novel includes the chronicler Estebanillo as a main character; however, unlike the other work, and clearly in keeping with the post-Boom mode, Estebanillo and Aguirre fuse voices to praise and condemn the Spanish mission in the New World. This fusion resonates "the voice of history, transformed into the voice of literature, the only one that endures" (155).
Unlike studies appealing to a group of scholars in a single area, this study speaks to historians, literary critics, and culturalists alike. It traces the changing literary styles of Latin American fiction in the 1970s and 1980s, while amassing substantial historical data on the Ursúa-Aguirre expedition and the El Dorado legend. Less subtly perhaps, by presenting different literary facets of Lope de Aguirre, it reminds
